STUDY PLAN GUIDELINES AND RESTRICTIONS

Study Abroad and Exchange Students **CANNOT** enrol in the following subjects:

BCM100, BCM101, BCM102, BCM106, BCM200, BCM210, BCM357, PHIL305, DIGC101, DIGC102, EDPP102, EDPS202, EDUT302, EDUF304, EDPD101, EDCM201, EDT312, EDUT211, EDUP255, EDUP266, EDUP355.

Some equivalent classes exist. Please check the subject descriptions at the subject handbook to confirm:

In addition, please note the following departmental restrictions:

**Nursing** classes are restricted to those majoring in nursing at their home institution.

**Postgraduate classes** are restricted to graduate students. Proof of graduation from a Bachelor's degree must be submitted before assessment will be made.

**Creative Arts** classes (with the exception of VISA123) are restricted to those who are majoring in the relevant subject area at their home institution. i.e Journalism subjects are restricted to those majoring in Journalism. Also, transcripts must prove that the following pre-requisites have been met:

- **Application to 100 Level Subject:** At least 2 semesters of full-time study in appropriate discipline
- **Application to 200 Level Subject:** 3 semesters of full-time study in the appropriate discipline
- **Application to 300 Level Subject:** 4 semesters of full-time study in the appropriate discipline

All **Creative Arts** classes require the submission of a portfolio before assessment can be made.*

* Exceptions: CREA102, DESN190, DESN290, PERF116, PERF117, VISA121, VISA122, VISA123, JOUR101, JOUR202 and WRIT101

**Creative Arts Portfolio Guidelines**

**Performance:** a video showing performances that you have participated in. (Videos in Australia are on the PAL system)

**Creative Writing and Journalism:** 10 -12 pages of your own work, indicate when written on each.

**Visual Arts and Graphic Design:** include no less than 6 photographs of your most recent artworks. (digital formats accepted)

**Sound Composition and Production:** at least 3 examples of compositional or sound work

Portfolios may be sent via mail to:

Study Abroad and Exchange Office
University of Wollongong
Student Central, Blg 17
Northfields Ave
Wollongong NSW 2522
AUSTRALIA

Electronic copies may be sent to studyabroad@uow.edu.au
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